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WATERSHED
WEEK IN
REVIEW
What is the
Value in BioDiversity?

Collaborate.
Educate.
Participate.

Tomorrow!

Dr. David Hillis
Mason Science Corner Mason County News
Reprinted with Permission

My Mason County Science
Corner column for this
week answers the question,
What is the value of
biodiversity? There are
many different perspectives
on this; here I answer the
question from three
different viewpoints.
What is the Value of
Biodiversity?

The suggestion for this
week’s column came
from my friend and ranch
neighbor, Hal Zesch. The

Zesch family is one of the
original German families
that settled Mason County
in the mid-1800s. ..continue
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Folks on the South Llano Can Help Protect our
Most Critical Resource
The Texas Water Development Board seeks participants for a groundwatersurface water interaction study in the South Llano River area
The Texas Water Development Board (TWDB) is starting a project with funding from the Lower Colorado
River Authority (LCRA) to examine how groundwater levels affect spring discharge and streamflow along
the South Fork of the Llano River. A better understanding of how rapidly groundwater levels respond to
drought or flood events and how regional changes in groundwater levels affect spring discharge into the
river will help us forecast potential low-flow events as much as three to six months in advance. Having a
few months’ warning before streamflow reaches critical levels can help the LCRA manage its water
operations and give local resource managers time to implement contingency plans to reduce drought
impacts on wildlife and riparian habitats.
Be part of the study!
If you have an unused well or spring on your property where the TWDB can install monitoring
equipment, please contact Andrew Weinberg at 512-626-6019 or Andrew.weinberg@twdb.texas.gov.
The project is scheduled to get underway in early 2021 and will run for at least three years.

The TWDB is looking for unused wells where staff can install
continuous monitoring instruments. A typical groundwater
monitoring system is shown to the left. The equipment is powered by
a small solar panel and transmits data via a satellite link; a minimal
area around the well is fenced to keep cattle and wildlife away from
the instruments. The TWDB is looking for sites throughout the South
Llano drainage area, including locations near the river and locations
higher up in the watershed. The TWDB will also be sampling some
wells for water quality analysis. All data collected for this study will
be available to the landowners at no cost.

The TWDB is also seeking access to springs in the
watershed to collect data on pool level, spring
flow, and water quality. TWDB staff will
periodically measure the spring discharge and
will install a small, battery-powered data logger
to record the level of the spring pool. Two
rounds of water quality sampling are planned to
measure high- and low-flow conditions.
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Dr. David Hillis
Mason Science Corner - Mason
County News
Reprinted with Permission

Editor’s Note: While we were slacking and taking last week oﬀ, Dr. Hillis was still sharing with
us his seemingly unlimited knowledge of our local natural world. Here is his column from the
previous week.

It is the best of trees; it is the
worst of trees. Texans have
long had a love– hate
relationship with Honey
Mesquite. In the right form,
in the right place, mesquites
can be among the most
beautiful and useful of trees.
They can also be some of the
most annoying and
troublesome woody
vegetation on Texas ranches.
Honey Mesquite has a very
deep taproot that may extend 100 feet or more below the surface, down to
the water table. It also has an extensive lateral root system that gathers water
from a wide area near the surface. These features make mesquites among the
most drought-resistant of trees in Mason County. In an extreme drought, they
may drop their leaves to conserve water, but mesquites can survive droughts
that kill almost any of our other trees.
Mesquites can live at least a couple of centuries. An old, single-trunked
mesquite is a beautiful, majestic tree. The trunk and branches twist and turn
to give it its characteristic shape. Its leaves sprout relatively late in the spring,
so the soft green foliage is rarely caught by a late frost. The fragrant flowers of
mesquite attract numerous pollinators, and its abundant nectar is a source of
outstanding honey produced by bees, which gives Honey Mesquite its
name….continue
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Extreme Drought Creeps into Watershed

Despite some rain early this week, portions
of the Llano Watershed moved into Extreme
Drought, according to the U.S. Drought
Monitor at University of Nebraska in Lincoln.
Drought Intensity across the rest of the Watershed is classified as Severe.
Statewide, about 1/4 of Texas is in Extreme Drought and 13% is in Exceptional
Drought. Only portions of far East Texas are not considered to be experiencing
below normal precipitation.
With an on-going La Niña, conditions are not expected to improve anytime
soon. A La Niña generally results in warmer and drier conditions in Texas (more
on this next week). The National Weather Service is currently predicting an 85%
chance of La Niña continuing through the winter and a 60% chance through
the spring (February through April).
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